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Figure 1: Mapping intertextualities of dance performance ‘Spinstren’.
the meaning maker to include any number of subsequent ref-
erences and links as intertextually connected works move in
and out of the meaning maker’s focus of analysis, eﬀectively
‘decentering’ the dance piece.
A brief informal survey of dance researchers at the Uni-
versity of Surrey revealed that the most common process
for meaning makers to represent their intertextual interpre-
tations of a dance performance was to construct a ‘map’.
Figure 1 shows one of a series of maps created in response
to the dance piece ‘Spinstren’
2. This example is particu-
larly interesting as it includes a number of hypertextual
devices (highlighted) in the interpretation network, such
as references to the performance (verbatim transcripting of
narrative — “This is a story about a girl”) and intertex-
tual references by name (‘Arachnology’, ‘Fanmail’), author
(‘Barthes’, ‘Miller’), URL, and personal encodings (‘JGE-
CV’ refers to the CV of Jools Gilson-Ellis, the choregrapher).
Where the dance piece being interpreted has no narrative to
which the meaning maker can refer directly, the map may
include fragments of movement notation refering to speciﬁc
parts of the performance (ﬁgure 2). This map then forms the
basis of an academic work presenting the meaning maker’s
interpretation of the piece, such as a linear essay/paper or
non-linear (Web-based) hypertext.
The ‘map method’, somewhat ad-libbed and anarchic,
based on the good old fashioned technique of writing by
2http://www.auneheadarts.org.uk/halfangel/
spinstren/index.html. Spinstren spins together the
story of Carla (a girl who steals a spinning top), with
the story of The Spinstren (a breed of magical women),
combining spinning stories such as Sleeping Beauty and
that of the contest between the mythical characters Athena
and Arachne. The Spinstren are themselves strangely
quasi-mythical/ﬁctional, because the choreographer Jools
Gilson-Ellis created them for this piece.
Figure 2: Benesh notation [26] for referring to spe-
ciﬁc movements in dance performance.
hand using pencil and paper, develops organically as the
meaning maker is struck by points in a text worthy of note
and endeavours to make the relationships apparent between
them. It has the obvious advantage of being a quick and
easy way to record an overview of the hypertextual struc-
ture of the interpretation. However, the map quickly be-
comes unmanageable and messy. Furthermore, the amount
of information that can be included is limited to the most
basic of notes (which in fact helps provide an ‘overview’ of
the intertextual connections, but does not aid the meaning
maker in transforming the map into a presentation of the
interpretation — texts have to be revisited to recall exactly
what part was being referred to in the map). A map also
makes combining or comparing interpretations with other
meaning makers diﬃcult.
In an attempt to devise a more structured approach for
capturing intertextual interpretations of a dance piece, re-
searchers at the University of Surrey evolved a diﬀerent map-
ping approach in which related texts are compared side-by-
side. Interestingly, although the researchers worked inde-
pendently, both the examples in ﬁgures 3 and 4 use three
columns to delineate the emerging interpretation (both ex-
amples are extracts from interpretations of ‘Spinstren’) us-
ing a word-processing tool. In ﬁgure 3, the meaning maker
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